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Part I
INTRODUCTION
Tne establishment of the junior high school as a division
of the public school ystem has had a profound influence upon the
instructional work of the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.
Music, along with other subjects, has had to establish itself in
an organization still more or less in the experimental stages.

The

junior high school is the newest and least understood unit of the
modern school system, and this situation has been reflected in the
problem s of its music department.
For musical development, this arrangement has been fortunate
in some ways and unfortunate in others.

The fortunate part is due

to the fact that the ages are similar and there is more similarity
of vocal material.

The unfortunate part is that adequate material

for this group has not been produced.

The most frequently used

music is of a type known as the SAB (Soprano, Alto, Bass) arrange
ment, providing for two unchanged voices and one in the process of
changing known as the baritone.
Boys are decidedly tenors or basses according to the quality of
their voices.

At this period, they will be permanently harmed by

being limited to one class called baritone.

The solution is to di

vide the male voices into both tenor and bass sections, each part
singing as lightly and with as good a tone quality as it can.
As for tone quality, the same procedure applies as that used in
the lower grades.

Singing must be done lightly, especially with the
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boys.

All singers must be taught to keep their tones high.
The proper music for the junior high school is standard, four

part music, S A T B (soprano, Tenor, Alto, Bass),

This gives each

type of voice its chance to develop properly and to learn to blend
with the whole ensemble in the proper manner.
The proper type of four part music is well illustrated by the
master cantata, "The Seven Last Words of Christ," by Theodore Du Bois,
and selected for analysis, study, and interpretation in this thesis.
This sacred cantata is written for soli, chorus, and accompaniment.
•The cantata, "The Seven Last Words of Christ," is excellent program
material and public performance should be one of the objectives in
teaching public school music.

Public performance has four great

values:
1,

To motivate high grade study during the daily music
period.

2.

To interest parents and other citizens in the music
department,

5.

To give social training in -group-project activity.

4.

To raise money for the purchase of musical equipment.

All voices should be tested before attempting such a work as
this.
range.

Voices are determined by their color, however, rather than
Proper ranges are:

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Mr/
>i
r/3

Hi

J
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A call for try outs should be made and only the better voices
accepted.

The groups should number at least thirty.

Rehearsals
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should be held at least three times per week.

At the first trial

of a new song, it is sometimes a good idea to read it entirely
through at sight to get a general idea of the entire selection.
Later rehearsals dwell upon notes, rhythm, and interpretation.
Whenever a difficult section is encountered, pupils may help each
other by sitting in groups, quartets, or sections.
It is su-gested that the title roles of Bass and Tenor solos
be sung by some advanced students or well trained persons in the
community.

The pupils receive a valuable sort of musical training,

for if the soloists sing especially well and assume their roles
masterfully, the result will be the setting up of standards of
musical performance that will have real significance in the child's
growing appreciation of music.
An intermission is not necessary, but to avoid too much strain
and fatigue there may be a very short pause between selections.

The

piano or organ accompaniment, by adhering rigidly to the markings of
the score, produces a rich and colorful musical background for the
vocal parts.
The contrasts in mood and expression, together with the change
in key in each succeeding selection, make this cantata pleasant and
enjoyable both to the performers and to the audience.

PART II
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION - Soprano Solo
This soprano solo is witten for one with a medium range. It
should be sung at a moderate tempo and every expressively through
out.
It begins with a small crescendo between the first and second,
measures and between measures five and six.
Care should be taken in breathing so as to preserve the smooth
ness of all passages, For example, no breath chould be taken until
the completion of a phrase as at the end of measure four and eight.
Measure nine becomes increased in volume to taper down to soft
again at measure thirteen, which presents a crescendo.
Measure twenty begins forte and decreases to piano at measure
twenty-two followed by a crescendo to measure twenty-four.
There is an accent on the first beat of measures twenty-five
and twenty-six.
It is the general trend for pupils to slide up to or off of
tones when sining a slur.

The slur should be made clearly and ac

curately without a breath.

Measure thirty presents such a slur.

The crescendo begins in measure thirty-four and ends with an
accent on the first beat of measure thirty-five.
From measures thirty-six to fifty-three the same melodic pattern
and expression marks are used as in the first eighteen.
The first beat of measure fifty-five is accented and the in
creasing volume is maintained until measure fifty-seven.

Vl[^r
sr"rf

camr/+t

ST\I

The high G
note in the entire solo.

in measure fifty-six is the highest
It is sung loudly hut not shrilly.

The

change to an interval of a fourth should present little difficulty
as the fourth and fifth intervals are generally the easier to sing.
The tempo at meausre fifty-seven becomes retarded on the end
of the solo.
The soprano soloist should have a voice capable of displaying
expression and of producing the most feeling at passages marked dolce.
It is suggested that the chorus remain seated as the soloist
stands for her solo.
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CHAPTER II
-FIRST WORDBaritone and Tenor Soli, With Chorus
The baritone solo begins softly with a crescendo between measures
two and three.

There is a steady increase in volume from measure five

on to the end of the solo.

Measures sixteen and seventeen should be

sung in a recitative fashion.

It is suggested that at this point the

chorus rise.
The peaceful quietness of the baritone solo is a sharp contrast
to the fury expressed by the chorus portraying the angry mob.
The choral score, written for first and second sopranos, tenors
and basses, is marked allegro con fuoco, which is fast and furious.
There is a strong accent on each beat of measure twenty-four.
The soprano octave interval, in measure twenty-five must be made
clearly and accurately.
If the chorus encounters difficulty in singing any given interval,
it should be extracted and practiced, using a neutral syllable.

It

must be remembered that drill to result in the formation of a habit
must be thorough and intensive.
and fatiguing.

Intensive drill is both monotonous

The drill period, therefore, should always be short

especially in the case of children.
For a pleasing effect, the tenors and basses may divide at
measures thirty-two and thirty-three.

If, however, there are not

enough male voices to make the division possible, use the top notes
in the tenor and the lower notes in the bass.
too low, sing them an octave higher.

If the bass notes are
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Beginning at measure thirty-four the volume becomes decidedly
decreased and then increases by larger and larger degrees until the
same volume and fury is reached at measure fifty as was in the be
ginning of the choral score.
Be sure to strongly accent each beat of measure fifty-six.
The chorus may sit at the completion of measure sixty-five
just before the tenor solo. This must be done as noiselessly as
possible. Unless the group is a small one, it should remain seated
at all times with only the soloists rising.
Beginning at measure sixty-eight when the tenors and basses
alternate with the first and second sopranos in answering the words
in the tenor solo, the answer should be given loud and furiously.
The solo, written for tenor, may be rendered by a group or by treble
voices in unison and should be sung softly and expressively, gradu
ally increasing in volume until a full fortissimo is reached at
measure ninety-two.
The volume fades and the tempo retards at measure ninety-five
on to the end of the solo when the chorus again repeats the stirring
and furious refrain at measure one hundred.

Here the chorus rises.

The baritone solo, beginning at measure one hundred sixteen, is
sung loudly but not so loudly as to prevent a contrast between it
and the fortissimo answer given by the chorus at measures one hundred
twenty, one hundred twenty-one, one hundred twenty-six and one hundred
twenty-seven.
The solo retards at measure one hundred thirty-two to be picked
up to regular tempo again by the entire chorus at measure one hundred
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thirty-seven. This choral part is sung softly at its entrance, in
creasing in volume every two measures until full fortissimo is reached
at measure one hundred fifty-three.

The repeated refrain, after

which the chorus sits.
The baritone has the same solo at measure one hundred sixty-nine
as in the first part of this selection.

The tempo and volume is

markedly decreased and a more noticeable retard is at measure one
hundred seventy-four on to the end of the selection at measure one
hundred seventy-six.
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CHAPTER III
-SECOND WORDDuet for Tenor and. Baritone With Chorus
The tenor solo is very lyrical and impressive.

It should be

sung softly with slight crescendo between measures two and three,
ten and eleven, seventeen and eighteen.
This solo has numerous slurs as in measures one, nine, sixteen,
and at measure twenty-three where an interval of an octave is slurred.
Care should be taken to sing these intervals with a clear accurate
tone.

The soloist's voice must be flexible in order to obtain the

purest tone quality in the slurs and high notes.
The short duet before the baritone solo is sung moderately loud
with an increase in volume at measures twenty-six and twenty-seven.
The baritone solo at measure twenty-five has small intervals
but should present no difficulty to a well trained performer.
The duet is again started at measure forty-five j this time
together with the full chorus.
The chorus must be kept soft and subdued so as not- to drown out
the main melody carried in the tenor and baritone duet.
A steady increase in volume is begun at measure fifty-seven until
both soli and chorus are forte at measure sixty-two.
At places where the tenor and baritone alternate in singing,they
may take direct cues from each other as to the correct pitch.

For

example, in measure sixty-four, the tenor note on the second beat is
the same as the one held the first two beats by the baritonej the
baritone note on the second beat of measure sixty-six is the same as

the one the tenor has on the first beat.
It is imperative that the intonation of the chorus be accurate
in order to avoid pitch differences with the soloists.
The chorus decreases to piano at measure sixty-nine.

The duet

and chorus become louder at measure seventy-seven until full crescendo
is reached at measure eighty.
At measure eighty-one and on to the end, the duet is softer and
retarded.

The chorus' answer in the last measure is barely above a

whisper.
This is a very difficult chorus to synchronize with the duet.
Much rehearsing is required with the chorus before adding the duet
part.

Care should be taken to see that each part is accurately

learned, thereby making this study and performance a contribution to
vocal development.

CHAPTER IV
-THIRD WORDSoli for Soprano, Tenor, Baritone, and Chorus
The selection begins with the baritone solo answered by the full
chorus.

The first sopranos may receive a direct cue for pitch as they

begin on the same note which the soloist holds as in measure two, five,
eight, and ten.
The soprano solo at measure fourteen marked motto expressive may
be sung by a group of high sopranos and with much expression.

To pre

serve its smoothness, breathing should be done only at the end of
phrases as at the end of measures seventeen and twenty-one.
The tenor solo beginning at measure thirty-three has the same
quiet, peaceful flow of words as the preceeding soprano solo.

The

interval of a seventh in measure thirty-six should be smoothly slurred
with no break or sliding up to the note.
The solo becomes forte at measure forty-two, thereafter diminish
ing in tone volume to the completion of the solo except for the accent
on the first beat of measure forty-four.
The accompanist should be careful to peddle on the first and third
beats of each measure so as to prevent a blurred effect.
The chorus rises here.

Measure forty-six presents a soprano and

tenor duet accompanied by a chorus of first and second sopranos, tenors
and basses.
two parts.

Here it is suggested that the choral score be reduced to
All treble voices sing the first soprano score and male

voices sing the bass score.

The tenor's sing one octave higher.

melody is found in the duet; therefore, the chorus must be kept
pianissimo.

The

The volume is increased at measure fifty-four, thereafter adminishing through measure fifty-seven.

Here the chorus sits.

The soprano repeats at measure fifty-eight the same legato solo
sung earlier in this selection.
The baritone solo at the last four measures closes the selection
in a retarded fashion.
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CH&PTER V
-FOURTH WOHDBaritone Solo
This solo, "fJfer God, Why hast Thou Forsaken Me," gives the bari
tone soloist a wonderful opportunity for poignant expression.
For the benefit of the male voices that may desire to sing any
of the solo extracts, for their own pleasure, the following suggestions
are for such singing.
The solo begins soft and in a majestic like voice.

To maintain

a smooth legato melody, breathe only at the end of Phrases, as at the
end of measures two and six.
Measure fifteen is a little louder.

Measure twenty and the

succeeding four measures are sung marcato with a. definite accent on
each beat.

The following two measures are piano as contrasted to the

crescendo in measure twenty-seven.
The words in this selection almost make one know just what ex
pression marks to use.

The words with more forceful and strong

meaning seem naturally to be sung louder end with greater accent.

Where

as those expressing pity and sorrow are sung softer.
The beginning words of the solo are repeated at measure twentynine in a louder and more accented voice.
Beginning at measure thirty-nine the tempo becomes a little faster
and there is a change in key.

The slurs in the following passage

should be sung smoothly without breaking.

The intervals in this passage

are, for the most part, quite small and may therefore present a diffi
culty.

Extract such measures and rehearse with the neutral syllable "loo"

instead of the words.
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The sixteenth notes found, in this section may also produce a
little difficulty, for a similar rhythmic pattern has been used in
the previous measures employing a dotted quarter and eighth note in
stead of the double dotted quarter followed by a sixteenth note.
Contrast the difference between measures twenty-five and forty-seven.
Measure fifty-nine again repeats the words of the first part of
the solo, but in a louder, broader and more pensive tone of voice.
The piano accompanist should pedal on the first and third beats
of this section so as not to drown out the soloist or produce a blurred
effect. The volume should become increasingly louder until the
fortissimo climax is reacjped at measure sixty-nine.

The last two

measures are sung rallentando and with a diminished tone volume.
Drill the section from measure Sixty-eight to measure seventyfour for correctness of intervals.

The repeat phrase here may pre

sent a difficulty since the melody in each is different.
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CHAPTER VI
-FIFTH WOKDChorus, Soli for Tenor and Baritone
This, the longest selection of the Cantata, ha.s a chorus part
and solos for tenor and baritone.
The numerous accidentals, modulations and division of vocal
parts make it impossible to obtain the
voices.

roper effects with immature

It is indicated in another section of this analysis which

parts should be revised or eliminated for better results.
For accuracy in singing tones, the pupils should be taught howto arrive at any interval after hearing the basic chord.
the introduction in this selection ends on the I chord.

For example,
The tenor

coloist, who sings the first two measures, ought without hesitation
be ab^e to begin on the fifth interval of that chord.
The first two measures are sung sweetly and in a light rubato
style without accompaniment.

The next passage of the solo from

measure eight to measure sixteen is sung in a recitation fashion.
A recitation is a short declamatory introduction.
Measure eleven begins a crescendo which ends at measure sixteen,
ffere the chorus rises.
The chorus part following the solo is sung fortissimo and ener
getically.

It is not to be expected that any one voice hold the tied

note at measure twenty-four for a duration of three measures, but
by each person taking a breath whenever he needs one and smoothly re
entering, no person will breathe at the same place and a note may be
held indefinitely.
At measure twenty-eight the unison duet for tenors and basses
may well be sung by a mixed group of unison voices.
ben raarcato

is sung fortissimo and strongly accented.

The section marked
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At Measure fifty-two, four part harmony is again sung.

The

sopranos sing the same melody as in the preceding section, but this
time in the key of G minor instead of. D minor.
The section from measure seventy-five to one hundred twentyone should be skipped for the intervals and accidentals make it much
too difficult for immature junior high school voices.
The baritone solo of two measures at measure one hundred twentytwo is sung stweetly and at liberty.
At measure one hundred twenty-six, the bass notes are entirely
too low.

They should either sing the baritone score or their own

score one octave higher.

Singing the baritone score would cause an

inversion of some of the chords, but that would not affect the harmony.
The four measures at measures one hundred thirty-four are sung
strenuously following a forte attack.
At measure one hundred thirty-eight, all voices may sing the
unison melody instead of only the tenors and basses as written in the
score.

Four part harmony is again at measure one hundred fifty-nine.

There should be no division in the tenor score, and only the topy notes
used.
There should be a firm fortissimo attack on each succeeding
measure.
At measure one hundred seventy-nine, the tied soprano note is
too high

Instead, they should sing

each person taking a breath when he needs one, then re-entering softly
and gradually increasing his volume until the desired crescendo is
reached.

In this way his exit and entrance will not be apparent.

After an interlude of eight measures, the baritone reports at
liberty without accompaniment the same solo of two measures that he

had in the very first measures of this selection.
The chorus gives a thunderous unison outburst at the last
measure.
Although this selection is long and difficult to ting, it
not taxing because the climaxes are natural and the cumulative
power seems to sweep the singers along.
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CHAPTER VII
-SIXTH WOKDTenor Solo and Chorus
The beginning tenor solo marked dolce expressivo must be sung
in the true legato s$yle to preserve its smoothness.

The numerous

slurs as found in measures five, thirteen, fifteen and seventeen
must be made evenly and without a break.

This solo offers the

soloist an excellent opportunity to display a rare interpretation of
a very touching aria.
The chorus rises at measure forty-four.

The following section

is sung piano and with very sustained tones.

This section will re

quire much, drill in all parts since there are numerous accidentals
included in it which cause a shifting tonality.
The tenor solo begins at measure thirty-three with the soloist
singing an accented melody and the chorus furnishing a pianissimo
background.
The section from measure thirty-three to fifty may require some
great effort, for the chorus may find it difficult to sing against
the

ords of the tenor soloist.
The solo becomes piano at measure forty-four and has a crescendo

in the following measure.

The last two measures are softer and more

retarded.
This selection should be sung with a clear, easy flowing tone.
There should be no punching of notes.

Each voice must be concerned

with singing his individual part, being conscious, however, of his
obligation to the whole group.
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CHAPTER VIII
-SEVENTH WORDSolo for Soprano, Tenor and Baritone, With Chorus
This, the closing selection of the Cantata begins with solo
voices telling of Christ's last moments on the Gross.
The soprano solo of the first three measures are sung forte
and in a recitative fashion.
in unison.

This may be sung by soprano voices

There is no accompaniment and the words may be spoken

at liberty in a recitative style.

Measure three has two fermatas.

Both should be sung in one single breath as the octave interval
must be made without breaking or sliding down to the tone.
The baritone solo in measures four and five is a tempo and. in
a loud voice full of misery and sorrow.

The chorus confirmation

is pianissimo, barely above a whisper.
The soprano solo at measure eight is recitative.

There is a

direct cue for pitch as she sings two octaves above the chord played
on the first beat of the measure.

The interval from the tied note

to the second half of the third beat in measure nine is one where it
is almost natural to slide off of a note.
here.

Caution should be taken

The chorus pianissimo answer is given by the first and second

sopranos, tenors and basses.
The remaining two measures of vocal score are each preceded by
an interlude of three measures.

These two measures are sung by the

first and second sopranos, pianissimo, and retarding toward the end.
The tenor solo beginning at measure twenty-five is likewise a
recitative as are all of the solos in this s lection.

It is sung

forte until measure twenty-eight where a gradual decrease in tonal
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volume is begun on to measure thirty-three.
The volume begins to slowly increase at measure thirty-five
and the tempo is decidedly slower.

The soloists' words become much

more maestoso as if preparing for a climax. Measure thirty-eight is
still increasingly louder and the tempo more retarded until the
climax at measure forty-one where both the soloist and the accompani
ment are fortissimo.
The section from measures forty-two to one hundred eight is an
interlude where only the accompaniment is heard. Measure one hundred
three is the signal for the chorus to rise, for there the key changes
and it is the only triple p measure in the interlude.

The chorus

stands at measure one hundred four and awaits its entrance at measure
one hundred eight.
This portion ought to present no difficulty at all except that
it must be sung in a true legato manner. There is no contrapuntal
harmony as all voices move together in the same way as easy four
part hymns and chorales. The intervals are simple forms of the I,
IV, and V chords, the least difficult of all chords to sing.
The final choral passage is a prayer of reverence. It develops
a soothing peaceful atmosphere, the calm after the storm.

O"! _
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PART III
CONCLUSION
School music has social, psychological and aesthetic values.
The aim of junior high school music is to develop these traits,general music appreciation and to inspire greater music interest.
Materials constitute one of the most important factors in music
education.

By far, the most outstanding consideration is selecting

educational music of any kind is its quality as music.

One derives

a sense of satisfaction from playing or singing really good music
that cannot be achieved in any other way.

The music period should

mean a time when certain problems are to be mastered of course, but
always a time when the pupils enjoy themselves because of present
aesthetic satisfaction; or because they feel themselves to be growing
in the direction of greater power and ability which, in turn, will
yield still deeper satisfaction in the future.
There is no place in junior high school music for either dull
folk songs or dull seasonal songs.
Folk songs are excellent material for early music, but if we
confine our selection of material entirely to folk music, we shall be
giving the pupils far too limited an experience.

Pupils for un

limited development should have a chance to study simplified forms of
really distinguished art materials - Cantatas, operettas, and oratorios.
These should have strong and interesting harmonic and contrapuntal
progressibns, together with a certain amount of more difficult unison
material introducing various tonal and rhythmic problems.

While this

music should be performed well, teachers and audiences should not ex
pect the vocal brilliance of mature voices.

Music as an art is the most abstract of all arts, but it grew
from a human needj therefore, can be made more humanly interesting.
The thread of unity binding together the program of the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades is human interest.

In appreciation through

music, the way is led to a larger life of mind and spirit, thus
aiding young people to discover for themselves new values in life.
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